This paper describes how to achieve financial independence by using the Dividend Reinvestment Plan (DRIP) in conjunction with dollar cost averaging to purchase stocks of quality companies, paying increasing dividends. The formula derived in this paper uses historical data over the 15 year period from 1993 -2007 to compute returns. 
INTRODUCTION
The American dream is to work hard, play by the rules, and then be rewarded financially over the long run. Of course, to increase the probability of this long run financial reward, a graduate degree is critical if not mandatory. This dream has become a nightmare for many as unemployment among the professional classes has risen substantially, beginning with the recession of 2007 and continuing well into 2010.
The purpose of this paper is to show how one can become financially independent, which we define as the ability to do anything you want to do when you want to do it. We do this by applying the results of a previous paper (Rubin & Spaht, 2010) which dealt with dividend growth and reinvestment of dividends to that of our current research of dollar cost averaging of periodic additional investments.
According to Standard & Poor's (S&P) "The Outlook" (November 11, 2009 ), dividends from highquality common stocks will become the primary financial instruments, rather than bonds, from which retirees will receive their income during the next decade. Furthermore, S&P reports that since bonds currently generate relatively low income and will continue to do so in the future, high-quality common stocks are the only choice for baby boomers' current and future investment income.
12.25%, an average return of almost 2.5 percentage points higher than the return on Standard & Poor's entire stock index.
According to an article in the September 6, 2010 issue of "Barron's," it is not time to abandon stocks. Duncan Richardson, chief investment officer of Eaton Vance, states "Over the long run, dividend investing, with or without tax implications to investors, have outperformed in almost all periods and in almost all countries. A careful study of a company's dividend payouts and policy can tell you a lot about the quality and sustainability of a company's earnings. If a company can sustain a high dividend, its stock is often less volatile. So one of the appeals of dividend-strategy investing has been that you can lower the risk of a portfolio." This line of thought indicates that, regardless of tax implications, long-term dividend investors outperform other types of investors.
In a recent study in the September 20, 2010 edition of "Barron's," Ed Clissold, an equity strategist at Ned Davis Research, makes a strong case for the dividend investing strategy. His studies show that "Since December 31, 1929, $100 invested in the price-only S&P 500 index has grown to $4,989, but to $117,774 in the S&P total return index. So out of a total return of $117,774, just $4,989, or 4.2%, has come from capital appreciation, while 95.8% has come from dividends and their reinvestment."
In an article in the November 2010 issue of "Smart Money," Glenn Ruffenach makes the case for beginning a dividend investment program early in one's life. He provides an example of investing in stocks with a three percent dividend yield at age 55. Given that the dividends increase by six percent each year for ten years, the dividend yield as a percentage of the original cost of the stocks would increase to 5.37 percent at age 65. This strategy provides a dependable increasing income stream month after month.
Once again, the case for the long-term dividend investment strategy is strongly apparent. For those investors who adopt ten and fifteen year horizons, the dividend investment strategy will lead to financial independence for life. Regardless of the direction of the market, a constant and growing dividend is a never-ending income stream. Documentation of this thesis follows.
This paper utilizes a sample of 10 stocks from the S&P 500 Dividend Aristocrats Index for 2010. In addition, each of the stocks (1) has a "strong buy" or "buy" recommendation from the S&P equity analysts and (2) has a record of consistently increasing dividends for at least the last 25 years.
Let us assume that a person had invested in each of these selected stocks from 1993 through 2007 with an initial investment of $5000 and then, on a quarterly basis for the next 15 years, (1) reinvested the dividends and (2) invested a fixed amount of $125 (total of $500 per year or $7,500 for the 15 year period) in each of the 10 stocks. By how much would the stock value have grown, and by how much would the dividend income have grown? (The time period 1993 (The time period -2007 We begin this paper by deriving a formula referred to as the DCA-QDRIP (Dollar Cost Averaging Quarterly Dividend Reinvestment Plan) formula which is used to determine the returns for the various stocks purchased over this 15 year period. Once the formula is established, we will use it to compare the accumulation of stock value and the dividend income during the 15
th year with what would have been the accumulation of stock value and dividend income had the dividends not been reinvested. Output from these computations can be found in Tables 2 -5 .
DCA-QDRIP FORMULA
To derive the DCA-QDRIP (Dollar Cost Averaging Quarterly Dividend Reinvestment Plan) formula, the formula used to compute accumulations in stock value, consider an arbitrary stock and let: P(n) = the price per share of stock during the n th year (P(n) is computed by finding the average of the high and low price per share during the n th year), D(n) = the declared dividend per share of the n th year, A(n) = the dollar amount invested to purchase additional shares of stock during the n th year (this value is assumed to be $125 per quarter or $500 per year in this paper), S = the number of shares initially purchased, S i = the number of shares owned at the end of the i th quarter, and S Pi = the number of shares purchased during the i th quarter. Two assumptions are made in the derivation of the formula. First of all, since P(n) is the average price per share of stock during the entire n th year, it will remain constant and not fluctuate throughout the year. Secondly, since the dividend is normally declared annually and distributed quarterly, it also will remain constant throughout the year and not change until the first quarter of the following year. Note that since S i is the number of shares owned at the end of the i th quarter, then S i-1 represents the number of shares owned at the beginning of the i th quarter. Under the above assumptions, the amount of dividend (DIV(i)) generated by one share of stock and used by the investor to purchase additional shares of stock during the i th quarter is:
+1 , where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function. Also, the price (PRICE(i)) per share of stock over this same time period is:
, represents the number of shares of stock purchased by the investor from the dividends of a single share of stock during the i th quarter. This continuing process is illustrated in Table 1 . 
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Also note that the number of shares S i owned at the end of the i th quarter is given by:
For the purpose of this paper, since $125 per quarter is used to purchase additional shares of stock, we have:
Therefore, at the end of n years (or 4n quarters), the investor will have accumulated a value in stock of A dollars where:
.
APPLICATIONS OF Q-DRIP FORMULA
Referencing Table 2 , if one had invested an initial $5000 in each of the 10 stocks and reinvested the dividends while also investing an additional $125 in each stock quarterly, then, at the end of 15 years, that portfolio would have grown in value from $50,000 to $553,968, resulting in a very nice 343.17% increase (annual rate of 10.43%).
Notably, some of the stocks did significantly better than average. Becton, D'son had over a 576% gain in stock value at an annual rate of return of 13.59%. Aflac had over a 714% gain in stock value at an annual rate of return of 15.01%. Because its investment portfolio contained a significant amount of mortgage related loans and the fact that it is an insurance company, Aflac's stock had a substantial decrease in 2008 and into the first quarter of 2009. But by the end of the fourth quarter of 2009, Aflac had returned to its growth pattern.
Referencing Table 3 , two stocks standout for their ability to grow dividends assuming $125 was invested in each stock quarterly: Wal-Mart Stores and McDonald's Corp. Wal-Mart had over 2,168% dividend gain at an annual rate of return in dividend income growth of 24.98%. McDonald's had over 2,588% dividend gain at an annual rate of return in dividend income growth of 26.50%. This is an income growth rate that few, if any, professions could match.
It is important to note that both Wal-Mart and McDonald's are ranked 1 (highest) for relative safety and A++ (highest) for company's financial strength by "Value Line Investment Survey" (October 1, 2010). Thus, these two stocks are virtually United States Treasury substitutes for safety with a much higher capital and dividend growth rate.
Even though Aflac lost its United States Treasury substitute ranking for safety because of mortgage loan investment related losses, these shares have above-average capital gain appreciation potential and annual dividend growth rate ("Value Line Investment Survey," October 5, 2010). Aflac should hold to its tradition for capital appreciation and dividend growth as the economy slowly improves.
By reinvesting the dividends (DRIP plans) as illustrated by Tables 2 -3 , Dollar-Cost Averaging, the most basic of investment strategies, is implemented. As Standard & Poor's "The Outlook" (September 3, 2008) discusses, Dollar-Cost Averaging is an investment strategy that literally guarantees purchasing the most shares of stock when their prices are low and the least shares of stock when their prices are high. It is a mathematical truth that, by following such an investment strategy, the average cost per share will be substantially below the highs in the market. The reinvested dividends purchase whole shares and fractions of shares which in turn generate their own dividends, allowing the compounding effect and geometric rise in stock value and dividend growth.
The DRIP plans eliminate the emotions that influence investment decisions. In 2008 and into the first quarter of 2009, when the stock market was reaching generational lows and the volatility was overwhelming, the investor who maintained loyalty to the DRIP plans was forced to buy more shares as prices declined. As the market posted a more than 60% gain in the last three quarters of 2009, the investor was limited in the number of shares that could be purchased at the higher prices. Notice that had the investor pocketed the dividends instead of reinvesting them (See Table 4 ), the portfolio would have been worth only $452,696 ($101,272 less than with the DRIP plans) for a percentage gain of 262% (annual rate of 8.96%). The annual rate of return in dividend income growth would have been 16.27%, which is 1.6% less than when the dividends are being reinvested (See Tables 2  and 3) .
Not reinvesting the dividends has a significant impact on individual stock value growth and dividend growth rates. For example, McDonald's had a 191.58% gain in stock value and a 2,194.72% gain in dividend growth without the DRIP plan. This is 51.72% less gain in stock value and 393.33% less gain in dividend growth than it would have been had the dividends been reinvested. It pays to reinvest the dividends. 
CONCLUSION
Results from the DCA-QDRIP (Dollar Cost Averaging Quarterly Dividend Reinvestment Plan) formula derived in this paper prove the efficacy of long-term investment in quality stocks that have a record of consistency in dividend increases. Thus, investments in high-quality, dividend-paying stocks can provide a safe and long-term plan for financial independence for those who have retired or will soon retire, and thereby negate the risk of outliving one's income.
The investment strategy of combining dividend growth and the reinvestment of the dividends with that of dollar cost averaging of periodic additional investments has a significant advantage over that of just investing for dividend growth and the reinvestment of those dividends. The greater discipline established through dollar cost averaging of periodic additional investments dramatically increases the investment return.
Finally, this paper shows that financial independence for life can be achieved with relatively small sums of money by making quality investments and being disciplined to do the same thing period after period of time.
